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Abstract.
In January 1997 a large fleet of NASA and US
military satellitesprovidedthe most complete observationsto
date of the changesin >2 MeV electronsduring a geomagnetic
storm. Observations at geosynchronous orbit revealed a
somewhat unusual two-peaked enhancement in relativistic
electron fluxes [Reeves et al., 1998]. In the heart of the
radiation belts at L--4, however, there was a single
enhancementfollowed by a gradualdecay. Radial profiles from
the POLAR and GPS satellitesrevealedthreedistinctphases.(1)
In the acceleration phase electron fluxes increased
simultaneouslyat L--4-6. (2)During the passageof the cloud
the radiationbelts were shiftedradially outwardand thenrelaxed
earthward.(3) For severaldaysafter the passageof the cloud the
radial gradient of the fluxes flattened, increasing the fluxes at
higher L-shells. These observationsprovide evidencethat the
acceleration of relativistic electrons takes place within the
radiationbelts and is rapid. Both magnetosphericcompression
and radial diffusion

can cause a redistribution

of electron

fluxes

within the magnetospherethat make the event profiles appear
quite different when viewed at different L-shells.
Introduction
Relativistic

electron events have been been studied since the

dawn of the space age yet their origin and the acceleration
processthat producesthem remain poorly understood.The most
commonly-applied model for the relativistic electron
acceleration process is the so-called "recirculation" model
[Nishida, 1976]. Although the recirculation model was
developedto explain energizationin Jupiter's magnetosphere
it has also been widely applied to the Earth's magnetosphere

Single satellite measurements
showedmany characteristics
that agreedwith the predictionsof this model. Primary among
them was the observations from geosynchronoussatellites
which

showed that the relativistic

electron

fluxes

tended to

peak 2-3 days after the passageof the solar wind disturbance
and the initial injection of the seedpopulation [e.g. Paulikas
and Blake, 1979].

A secondclassof events was discoveredmore recently. The
CRRES

satellite observed the creation of a new ultrarelativistic

(E>15 MeV)electron radiation belt which was producedin a
matter of minutes due to the passage of a magnetic shock
throughthe magnetosphere
[Blake et al., 1992; Li et al., 1993;
Hudsonet al., 1997]. The January 1997 event does not appear
to be consistent with either of these proposed acceleration
mechanisms.

The January, 1997 Event
In January 1997 a coronal massejection (CME)produced a
magneticcloudthat impactedthe Earth's magnetosphere.The
solar wind conditions and the magnetospheric energetic
particle responsemeasuredby five geosynchronoussatellites
has been describedby Reeveset al. [1998]. Strong substorm
activity, development of a storm-time ring current, and
enhancement

of radiation

belt electrons

were all observed.

Papernumber98GL02509.

The event was first felt in the Earth's magnetosphereat
about0100 UT on January10 when a shockleading the coronal
massejection hit the magnetosphere.Following the shock the
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) slowly rotated from
strongly southward to strongly northward (approximately
+20 nT) over a period of about one day, changing sign around
1800 UT on January10. In addition the coronal massejection
containeda region of high plasma density which compressed
the magnetosphere
and increasedthe magnetic field strength in
the radiation belts. The compression lasted from about
1200 UT on January10 to about 1200 UT on January11 and
peakedat about0200 UT on January11.
The relativistic electron enhancementbegan shortly before
1200 UT on January 10, before the beginning of the
magnetosphericcompression,and while the energy input into
the magnetospherewas still quite strong. Figure 1 shows the
temporal flux profiles of relativistic electrons, with energies
greater than approximately 2 MeV, from January 8 to 18.
Panel A shows data from five geosynchronoussatellites from
the studyby Reeves et al. [1998]. In that paper we noted the
two-peaked response of the geosynchronous relativistic
electron fluxes. The first peak occurredbetween 1200 UT on
January10 and 1200 UT on January11 in close correspondence
to the times when the high-density solar wind had compressed
the magnetosphere.The second peak is a broad peak with
maximumfluxes observedon January15. This secondpeak has
the same general characteristics as the events reported by

0094-8534/98/98GL-02509505.00

Paulikas

and has been the standard model for relativistic

electron events.

In this model it is thought that substorminjections producea
'seed population' which can further gain energy through
betatronaccelerationas they diffuse acrossmagneticfield lines
to lower altitudes[e.g. Baker et al., 1997]. In orderto account
for the observed increasesin energy the recirculation model
proposes that the electrons undergo betatron acceleration
severaltimes by scatteringat low altitudesonto magneticfield
lines that are again connected to the outer region of the
radiation belts thus 'recirculating' the electrons.
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January1997 RelativisticElectronEvent
as seenb2rLANL, GOES, GPS & POLAR
A

I

"

L=6.6
ß

in an 18 hour, 2x9 RE, elliptical orbit with perigee nearly
abovethe northpole. AlthoughPOLAR and GPS crossL=6.6 at
relatively high magneticlatitudesthe fluxes have nearly the
sametemporal profile as seen at geosynchronousorbit, near
the magnetic equator. This match gives us confidence to
combine data from different L-shells, measuredby different
satellitesinto a single coherentpicture
Figure I-C again showsdata from POLAR and the three GPS
satellitesbut now for L=4.6 which lies near the expectedpeak
of the radiation belts. It is apparent that the flux profiles at
L=4.6 are distinctly different that the profiles at L=6.6.
Although there is some evidence of a peak at L=4.6 between
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Figure l. Temporal profiles of relativistic electron fluxesß
Profiles are shown for geosynchronousorbit (top panel), at
L=6.6 overlaidon the geosynchronous
data (middlepanel), and
at L--4.6 near the peak of the electronbelts (bottompanel). The
energiesplotted are integral channelswith thresholds 1.6 MeV
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To further investigate the origin and acceleration of
relativistic

electrons

102,

we examined data from six additional

satellites that were simultaneouslymeasuringthe fluxes of
>2 MeV electrons during this event. Those satellites were
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The lowertwo panels,B andC, in Figure1 showdata
L-shells. (SAMPEXandHEO had similar profiles but are not

•
4

Figure2. Radialprofilesof relativisticelectronfluxes.Top
panel:GPS fluxesfrom 1108 to 2400 UT on January10 show

shown for simplicity.).
Fluxesmeasured
off the magneticequatorbut at the same L
areassumed
to be roughly equal.Figure 1-B showsthat this is

that accelerationoccursthroughoutthe radiationbelts (L=4-7)

the casehere. The GPS satellitesare in a 12 hour, 4.1 RE,
circular orbit which takes them through the peak of the
radiationbeltsat a point nearthe magneticequator.POLARis

Bottompanel:Four subsequent
POLARpassesshowthe fluxes
increasing
outsideL=5.5 while they remainrelativelystable

in approximately
12 hours.Middlepanel:TwoPOLARpasses
showa shiftof theradiationbelt profilesas the magneticfield
decreases
followingthe passage
of the high-density
solarwind.
inside L=5.5.
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electron acceleration on May 15, 1997, Geophys. Res. Lett.,
submitted, 1998.
Baker, D. N., X. Li, N. Turner, J. H. Allen, L. F. Bargatze,J. B. Blake, R.
process.
B. Sheldon,H. E. Spence,R. D. Belian,G. D. Reeves,S. G. Kanekal,
During magnetosphericcompressionsand decompressions,
B. Klecker,R. P. Lepping,K. Ogilvie, R. A. Mewaldt, T. Onsager, H.
J. Singer, and G. Rostoker, Recurrent geomagnetic storms and
the entire radiation belts can shift radially on time scales of
relativisticelectron enhancementsin the outer magnetosphere:
ISTP
hours.The outwardand inward shiftsare probablycausedby the
coordinated measurements,J. Geophys. Res., 102, 14,141-14,148,

acceleration of electrons to relativistic energies occurs in the
heart of the radiation belts probably througha localy operating

compression and de-compression of the magnetosphere
1997.
associatedwith changesin solar wind dynamic pressure.Large Blake, J. B., W. A. Kolasinski,R. W. Fillius, and E.G. Mullen, Injection
magnetospheric compressions do not occur in all storms
of electronsand protonswith energiesof tensof MeV into L<3 on 24
March 1991., Geophys.Res.Lett., 19, 821, 1992.
thoughand thereforemost eventsare not expectedto producea
Hudson,M. K., S. R. Elkington,J. G. Lyon, V. A. Marchenko,I. Roth, M.
double-peakedresponsein the outer radiation belts.
Temerin, J. B. Blake, M. S. Gussenhoven, and J. R. Wygant,
The apparent shift observed in the January 1997 event is
Simulations of radiation belt formation during storm sudden
also notablebecauseit is opposite to that expectedif all three
commencements,
J. Geophys.Res., 101, 14,087, 1997.
adiabatic

invariants

are conserved.

Conservation

of the third

Li, X., D. N. Baker, M. Temerin, T. E. Cayton, G. D. Reeves, R. S.

Selesnick,J. B. Blake, G. Lu, S. G. Kanekal, and H. Singer,Sudden
adiabatic invarient implies that magnetic de-compression
enhancementsof relativistic electronsdeep in the magnetosphere
should move particles outwardto conserve the total magnetic
duringMay 15, 1997magneticstorm,J. Geophys.Res., submitted,
flux in a drift orbit while we observe the opposite. The radial
1998.
shifts seen in the January 1997 storm are, however, consistent Li, X., R. Roth,M. Temerin,J. R. Wygant,M. K. Hudson,andJ. B. Blake,
with

conservation

of

the

first

two

invariants

and

it

is

Simulation
of the promptenergizationand transportof radiationbelt

particlesduringthe March 24, 1991, SSC, Geophys.Res. Lett., 20,
reasonableto expect the third invarient was not conservedin
2423, 1993.
this event because of the large and rapid changes in the Nishida,A., Outward diffusion of energetic particlesfrom the Jovian
geomagneticfield.
radiationbelt,J. Geophys.Res.,81, 1771, 1976.
Although these observations answer several long-standing Paulikas, G. A., and J. B. Blake, Effects of the solar wind on
magnetospheric
dynamics:Energeticelectronsat the synchronous
questions in magnetospheric physics they leave unanswered
orbit, in Quantitative Modeling of Magnetospheric Processes,
two important questionsfor further study: First, what is the
Geophys.Monogr.,Amer.Geophys.Un., 21, 180, 1979.
physical mechanism that is responsible for the initial
Reeves,G. D., R. H. W. Friedel, M. G. Henderson, R. D. Belian, M. M.
acceleration

of the relativistic
electrons in the radiation belts?
Meier, D. N. Baker, T. Onsager,and H. J. Singer,The Relativistic
ElectronResponse
at Geosynchronous
OrbitDuringthe January1997
and Second, what solar wind conditions are necessary, or
MagneticStorm,J. Geophys.Res.,in press,1998.
sufficient,to activatethat mechanismand producea relativistic
Selesnick,R. S., and J. B. Blake, Radiation Belt Electron Observations
electronevent?The resourceswhich are now availableas part of
fromJanuary6 to 20, 1997,Geophys.
Res.Lett.,submitted,
1998.
the International Solar Terrestrial Physics and Geospace
Envrionment Modelling programs will certainly help answer
D. N. Baker, Universityof Colorado,Boulder,CO 80309. (e-mail:
baker @orion.colorado.edu)
those questionsas well.
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